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DAY CUBE is a electro-alternative duo founded 
in 2016. Their music ranges from electronics, alter-
natives, club music and industrial. 

Born from various experiences of Paolo Gulfi (sin-
ger, poet, performer) and Simone Lucifora (singer, 
composer, musician) DAY CUBE is an alternative 
music project grown in their hometown Catania in 
Sicily. 

Inspired by albums and artists coming from different musical approaches such as 
Moderat, Atoms for Peace and NIN, they gather precious experiences in other artistic 
and musical fields, before devoting themselves to this project. 

The project combines various currents of Eu-
ropean electronic music (deephouse, grime and 
industrial) to an experimental approach, both in 
composition and on stage. The texts are loaded 
with poetic tension and they are projected to-
wards social denunciation such as an affirmation 
of  the free willing with the expression of indi-
viduality. 
DAY CUBE is a concept: dreams and inspira-
tions developed in the confined space of a room 
then they press to go out and establish themsel-
ves out of the door. 

"If I'm inside a cube, maybe you're there too" 
    Marzia Puleo at MusicaMedLive - Rai Radio 1 

ROADS is the debut single album of DAY CUBE where ambient electronic music is 
combined with an aggressive drum and bass synth line. It was published by LuX Lab 
in January 2016, receiving a positive review on Rockit. The "Heart Beat" EP comes 
out in September with the co-production of Jitzu (T-Bahn Record). From the album 



the single "Perfect Picture" featuring Emman J Rhymer and a remix o edited by Yves 
Klein. In October they were invi-
ted to MUSICA MED LIVE, a 
broadcast on Radio Rai 1, con-
ducted and directed by Marzia 
Puleo. 
In this occasion she nominated 
them "a young and promising 
duo”. 

After having dedicated themselves to a small tour, they are working on the new al-
bum, experimenting an identifying and precise sound of the path matured together. 


